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A set AN0 is called a basis of order two if A+A :=[a+a$ | a, a$ # A]=N0 . If
n # N then A(n) denotes the number of a # A with 1an. In this paper bases




=253 ,  B (n)- n =72 and lim C(n)- n =1016 453 .
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0. INTRODUCTION
For A, BN0 let
A+B :=[a+b | a # A, b # B].
A set A is a basis of order two if A+A=N0 .
A (n) :=>[a # A | 1an].
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 21&0.0369=1.441 ... for each basis A.
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119THIN BASES OF ORDER TWO
A basis A of order two is called
(a) partially thin if  A (n)
- n
<,
(b) thin if lim A (n)
- n
<,
(c) uniformly thin if lim A (n)
- n
<.
1. STO HR’S AND RAIKOV’S THIN BASIS
If I, JN0 then ItJ means that both sets differ only by a finite number
of elements. Otherwise we write It% J. We denote by I :=N0"I the comple-
ment of I and by E :=[0, 2, 4, ...] the even numbers.
Furthermore let
A (1)I :={ :
k
i=0
di 4 i | k0,
di # [0, 1] for i # I
di # [0, 2] for i # I = ,
A (2)I :={ :
k
i=0
e i 4 i | k0,
ei # [0, 2] for i # I
ei # [0, 1] for i # I = .





AI :=A (1)I _ A
(2)
I
is a basis with  AI (n)- n=2.
Sto hr [10 ] and Raikov [6] considered the case I=N0 or I=< and
received lim AI (n)
- n
= 3 - 32 =2.598 ... and obviously the same holds for ItN0
or It<.




=2 53=2.581 ... .




16  3113=2.607 ... .
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For the proof we need a
Lemma 1. Let JN0 be finite with at least two elements, let j0 and jk
be the minimal and maximal element in J, let
n= :
i # J
xi 4i , xi # [1, 2]
n0= :
i # J"[ j0]
xi 4i .













A (n0) xj0 2
j0=xj0 :
i # J"[ j0]





























n n0 _A (n0) 2 j0 (2n0&A (n0) xj0 2 j0)
>0
+4 j0 n0&
and the lemma follows.
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This lemma shows that it is enough for lim AI (n)- n to consider




xi 4i # AI with xi # [1, 2],
so (a) follows by a simple calculation.
To show (b) we simply observe that there must be an infinite set J with
nj=2 } 4 j+1 } 4 j&1+1 } 4 j&2+ :
j&3
i=0
x i 4i # AI for all j # J















2 (2 j+1&1) - 48
2 j - 113
=16  3113=2.607 ... .
2. PARTIALLY THIN BASES
For the next theorem we need two results concerning the postage stamp
problem.
If Ak=[a0 , ..., ak], a0=0<a1=1< } } } <ak is a set with k positive
elements then n (2, Ak) denotes the greatest integer r such that
n # Ak+Ak for all n=0, 1, ..., r.
For k=7t+2 , t # N Mrose [5] constructs a set Ak as follows:
Use the notation (a, b # Z, a<b)
[a, (m), b] :={a+lm | l=0, ..., \b&am =
and choose
A(1) :=[0, (1), t],
A(2) :=[2t, (t), 3t2+t],
A(3) :=[3t2+2t, (t+1), 4t2+2t&1],
A(4) :=[6t2+4t, (1), 6t2+5t],
A(5) :=[10t2+7t, (1), 10t2+8t].
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Then with Ak :=A(1) _ } } } _ A(5) he obtains











In this situation it makes no sense letting k go against infinity, for A(1) and
therefore Ak goes against N0 . However, using a similar idea as Atkin [1]
used in connection with pseudosquares we start with
A[0] :=Ak , t0 :=t, a0 :=0, k0 :=k
and continue inductively by choosing
ti :=ai&1+4t2i&1+2t i&1 , ki :=ki&1+7ti+3,
ai :=n(2, A[i&1])+1=2ai&1+14t2i&1+10t i&1 ,
A(i, 1) :=[a i , (1), a i+t i],
A(i, 2) :=[a i+2t i , (ti), ai+3t2i +t i],
A(i, 3) :=[a i+3t2i +2t i , (ti+1), ai+4t
2
i +2t i&1],
A(i, 4) :=[a i+6t2i +4t i , (1), ai+6t
2
i +5t i],







Then B :=i=0 A
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Instead of starting with Mrose’s set Ak we may use the set Ak of
Ha mmerer and Hofmeister [3]:
A(i, 1) :=[a i , (1), a i+2ti],
A(i, 2) :=[a i+4t i , (1), ai+5ti],
A(i, 3) :=[a i+6t i , (1), ai+7ti],
A(i, 4) :=[a i+2t i , (mi+1), ai+2ti+(t i&1)(mi+1)],
A(i, 5) :=[a i+3t i , (mi+1), ai+3ti+(t i&1)(mi+1)],
A(i, 6) :=[a i+5t i , (mi+1), ai+5ti+(t i&1)(mi+1)],
A(i, 7) :=[a i+9t i , (mi+1), ai+9ti+(t i&1)(mi+1)],
A(i, 8) :=[a i+7t i+(ti&1) m i , (1), ai+9t i+(ti&1) mi],





We have for mi=10ti , ti2 , l iti (see Ha mmerer and Hofmeister [3])
A[i]+A[i]$[2ai , (1), 2a i+14t i&1+(t i+li) mi].
We must have
ai+1n (2, A[0] _ } } } _ A[i])+1
and that the maximal distance of two consecutive elements of A[0] _ } } } _
A[i] is not greater than mi . So we choose
a0 :=0, ai+1 :=ai+14t i+(ti+li) mi ,
ti+1 :=w:tix , :5, : # R
(then A(i+1, 1)+(A[0] _ } } } _ A[i])$[ai+1, 2ai+1&1]),








Let ni :=ai+1&1=10t20 (1+;)(:
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3. AN UNIFORMLY THIN BASIS
Our final result is









In order to prove this we define for real :, ;, :;&1, m # N,
P :=[:, (m), ;] :={W:X+tm | 0t\w;x&W:Xm =
and
l=l(:, m, ;) :=>P=\w;x&W:Xm +1.
For [:, (1), ;] we also write [a, ;].
We need some basic knowledge about the Frobenius problem: Let
m1 , m2 # N be coprime. Then g(m1 , m2) denotes the greatest integer with no
representation
n=x1 m1+x2 m2 , xi # N0 . (1)
Then G(m1 , m2) :=g(m1 , m2)+1 is minimal such that each nG(m1 ,
m2) has a representation (1). If m 1 , m 2 is defined by
m1 m 1#1 (mod m2), 0<m 1m2
m2 m 2#1 (mod m1), 0<m 2m1
then (as essentially known to Sylvester [11])
g(m1 , m2)=&m1+(m1&1) m2=(m2&1) m1&m2 , (2)
G(m1 , m2)=(m1&1)(m2&1)=(m 1&1) m1+(m 2&1) m2 , (3)
h(m1 , m2) :=m1 m2 is the greatest number h with no representation (4)
h= y1 m1+ y2 m2 , yi # N,
1=m 1 m1+m 2 m2&m1 m2 . (5)
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Lemma 2. Let P1=[:1 , (m1), ;1], P2=[:2 , (m2), ;2], m1>P2=: l2 ,
m2>P1=: l1, g c d (m1 , m2)=1.
Then
P1+P2 $[:1+:2+G(m1 , m2)+1, ;1+;2&G(m1 , m2)&m1&m2].
Proof. Let n~ :=n&W:1 X&W:2 X and observe that if
n~ =x1 m1+x2 m2 , 0x1l1&1, 0x2l2&1 (6)
then n # P1+P2 .
Now,
n~ 0 :=l1 m1+l2 m2&m1 m2
has no representation (6) (otherwise we would have m1 m2=(l1&x1) m1+
(l2&x2) m2 which is a contradiction to (4)).
But
n~ 0&1=(l1&m 1) m1+(l2&m 2) m2
has such a representation.
Let n~ 0&(k&1) have a representation (6):
n~ 0&(k&1)=x1 m1+x2 m2 , 0x1l1&1, 0x2l2&1.
We ask: when does n~ 0&k have a representation (6)?
We have (because of (5))
n~ 0&k=(x1&m 1) m1+(x2&m 2) m2+m1 m2 . (7)
If x1&m 1+m2l1 and x2&m 2+m1l2 we get the contradiction
n~ 0&(k&1)(l1+m 1&m2) m1+(l2+m 2&m1) m2=n~ 0+1.
Thus x1&m 1+m2l1&1 or x2&m 2+m1l2&1.
But then n~ 0&k has a representation
n~ 0&k= y1 m1+ y2 m2 , y1l1&1, y2l2&1. (8)
If x1m 1 or x2m 2 , then with (7) we can in (8) choose y10 and y20.
The least k, for which this choice is not possible is determined by
x1=m 1&1 and x2=m 2&1.
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For this k we have (because of (2))
n~ 0&k=&m1&m2+m1 m2=g(m1 , m2).
Therefore, each n~ with
G(m1 , m2)n~ (l1&m 1) m1+(l2&m 2) m2
has a representation (6).
Obviously
W:1X+W:2X+G(m1 , m2)W:1+:2X+G(m1 , m2)+1
and
W:1X+W:2X+(l1&m 1) m1+(l2&m 2) m2
=W:1X+l1m1+W:2X+l2m2&(m 1&1) m1&(m 2&1) m2&m1&m2
>;1+;2&G(m1 , m2)&m1&m2
and the lemma follows.





where Pi :=[:;2i , (q i) , (:+;n) ;2i&qi], :>0, ;>1 real, n3 integer
(later we will choose n=3, ;=- 53 , :=;n(;2&1)), qi denotes the greatest
prime number ;i&1, i0 is chosen so large that for all ii0 all qi are
distinct, in particular pairwise coprime.
Using the prime number theorem (compare, e.g., Scheid [8]) we get for
all sufficiently large i
\1& 1- i log ;+ ; iqi;i&1.









For all these i we can apply the lemma to
Pi+n+Pi , Pi+n+Pi+1 , ..., Pi+n+Pi+n&1
and then to
Pi+n+1+Pi+1 , Pi+n+1+Pi+2 , ..., Pi+n+1+Pi+n
and so on. All these sums produce intervals of consecutive integers (in the
sense of the lemma) and of course we want no integer gaps between two
consecutive intervalls. By the lemma we have for j=i, i+1, ..., i+n&1 that
Pi+n+Pj $[: (;2i+2n+;2 j)+;i+n+ j, (:+;n)(;2i+2n+;2 j)&;i+n+ j],
where we have used that
qi+n qj+q1+n+qj+1=(q1+n+1)(q j+1);i+n+ j.
We postulate for j=i, i+1, ..., i+n&2
(:+;n)(;2i+2n+;2 j)&;i+n+ j:(;2i+2n+;2 j+2)+; i+n+ j+1
or
:(;2&1);2i+3n&2 j+;n&;i+n& j&;i+n& j+1=: _ j .
Because of ;>1 we have
_j < ;_j < _j&1.
Therefore, we have no gaps between the intervals generated by
Pi+n+Pi , ..., Pi+n+Pi+n&1
if only
: (;2&1)<;n+2+;n&;2&; (9)
and no gap between the intervals from
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and
D :=Di0 _ I (I a suitable finite interval)
is a basis.
Furthermore we wish that the difference between the greatest element of






ui=W: ;2iX+tiqi+ri , 0tili&1, 0riqi&1
we get  D (m)- m by considering f (ti) :=D(ui)- ui and solving










=2 - : ; .







The set D is a basis, but lim D (m)
- m




existing we denote by
d 0=0<d 1=1<d 2< } } }
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Now, a result of Cassels [2] (Hilfssatz 3) comes into the picture: Let





where h>1 and *>0. Then there is a sequence of integers B: b0<b1<











In our application (with h=2 and *= 1
; - :
) of this result we replace A by









Let m # N0 . Then there is a unique k # N0 such that
dkm<dk+1.
















- m (1+o (1)).








=2; - :=2 ;
n+2
;2&1
which becomes minimal for ;min=- n+2n .

















we see that we have to add more than
- m
2 elements to D up to m in order
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